UCLG World Forum of Intermediary Cities

PROGRAMME
5-8 October 2021
Kutahya-TURKEY
DAY 1
CLIMATE DAY
October 5th
Format: Virtual through Zoom

13.30 to 15.30 CEST
High-level Dialogue. Intermediary Cities & the Planet for Climate Justice

16.00 to 17.30 CEST
Special session. Acting on Climate Justice: Enabling Intermediary Cities to join the Race to Resilience & Race to Zero

DAY 2
October 6th
Format: Virtual through Zoom

12.00 to 12.45 CEST
LOCAL4ACTION Hub Open Space in Wonder

13.30 to 15.30 CEST
Opening Plenary. Intermediary Cities for Equal Territories

16.00 to 17.30 CEST
Special Session. Intermediary Cities for Water Justice: from a regional to a global dynamic

DAY 3
October 7th

12.00 to 12.45 CEST
LOCAL4ACTION Hub Open Space in Wonder

Cultural and field visits in Kutahya
Welcome of in-person delegations

DAY 4
October 8th
Hybrid Format: In-person in Kutahya & Virtual

12.00 to 12.45 CEST
LOCAL4ACTION Hub Open Space in Wonder

13.30 to 15.30 CEST
High level Dialogue. From Kutahya to the World: Intermediary Cities for Caring Economies

16.00 to 17.30 CEST
High level Dialogue. Intermediary Cities for the Human dimension of the Transformation

17.30 to 18.30 CEST
Closing Plenary

LOCAL4ACTION Hub
Open Space
from the 6th to the 8th
Format: Virtual with ‘Wonder’

More information and expression of interest to organize a session available on this form:
https://forms.gle/pShkPTr4HF1QZets6

Missing those days of in-person meetings? Remember when we would grab a coffee just outside the conference room and run into an exciting conversation? Join us in intimate virtual debates in the Wonder platform for a lively conversation!